International Committee on Fundraising Organizations
ICFO – the association of national monitoring agencies

ICFO Ordinary Membership

Target Group

Leading Charity Monitoring Organizations in its market pursuing similar objectives as ICFO. In particular this means: NPOs building donors trust by setting standards for fundraising charities, which cover the essential aspects of the ICFO International Standards, and enforcing them through monitoring and accreditation.

What Ordinary Members can expect for ICFO
• Access to ICFO network
• Access to member area of ICFO website with additional information and publications
• Access to ICFO database of monitored charities
• Invitation to Annual General Meeting of ICFO
• Right to attend closed part of the Annual General Meeting of ICFO
• Right of vote at the Annual General Meeting of ICFO
• Right to elect the Board of ICFO and possibility to get elected to the Board of ICFO
• Receive ICFO newsletter

What ICFO is expecting from Ordinary Members
• Support the objectives and activities of ICFO
• Exchange of information and know-how between ICFO members
• Attend the Annual General Meetings of ICFO
• Pay annual membership fee of EUR 1588